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While forest landowners deal with a range of forest health, wood market, and resource policy risks, the
most critical – and manageable – are those associated with the people we hire to help us. Why?
Because forest owners rely and depend on the judgment and expertise of the professionals they hire to
meet their forest management objectives.
The objectives of this article are to:
1) Share specific approaches for identifying and hiring qualified forestry professionals.
2) Detail practical strategies for managing and working with these professionals once hired.
Successful forest owners consistently do two things well. First, they hire qualified professionals at the
right price. Second, they manage these professionals to get what they paid for. These professionals
include those who are forestry specific –such as forestry consultants, loggers, and planting crews – and
non-forestry specific service providers – such as lawyers, accountants, and surveyors. The bottom line:
communicating well and systematically will help you mitigate forest-related risks and get your forestownership needs met.
To systematically evaluate and select your supporting professionals, apply the following four-step
approach:
1) Write an interview guide.
2) Do research.
3) Check references.
4) Get it in writing.
Why write an interview guide? First, it prepares you and allows you to get your thoughts down on paper
for the first time you will meet this person. We’ve all had experiences when we’ve said to ourselves,
after the fact, “boy, I wish I had asked that!” An interview guide eliminates this problem. It also lets the
candidates know that you care and are prepared, so they should be prepared for working with you
forever into the future. Second, a guide helps you compare candidates across a common set of
questions. (It even helps you compare with yourself and your own memory.) Third, an interview guide
protects you. “Well, it says right here in my notes from our interview last month that this is how you
charge…that you return calls within 24 hours….that you would send proof of insurance….” It also
protects the service provider. Professional, well-prepare service providers like organized clients and
customers.
What types of questions should be included in the interview guide?
Background & experience: ask about education, how long they have been in business, and
where they have performed most of their work. One red flag: service providers who relocated
their businesses and services frequently. As my Dad taught me years ago, “Ask yourself, ‘are
they running from something?’”

Training & certification: The best loggers participate in their state and association training
programs, such as Master Timber Harvester in Georgia. Confirm the registration and
certification of forestry consultants, CPAs, and attorneys.
Approach to the job: In meeting with a potential service provider, ask, with respect to the work,
“How would you approach this? Can you walk me through this?” Then ask yourself, “Are they
organized? Clear? Are they answering your questions?” Make sure you understand exactly.
Communication: How do they stay in touch with the forest owner? How can you reach them?
With so many options today for communicating – phones, email, texting, smoke signals – it
helps to specify how communication will take place.
Insurance & liability: Confirm they have the required coverages and get the documentation to
prove it. If the service provider cannot establish this, or is unwilling to provide a copy of
insurance certificates, the interview is over. This risk is entirely manageable.
Fees & expenses: How much do these services cost? Who pays the expenses? Understand how
this firm makes money. For example, if you are negotiating with a logger, understand who is
actually buying the timber. Mill? Awareness of the relationships helps avoid future conflicts.
References: Ask for and get names and contact information, including their relationships to the
service provider. Are they former clients? His Mom?
Before you start meeting with and interviewing potential service providers, do your research. This
includes checking the internet and using Google to search the person and visiting the firm’s website. I
learned early in running small businesses that the old adage “no sign, no business” is true. Nowadays, if
a firm lacks a “sign”, or a website, it may be very local – in which case you’ll know the firm well – or it
may not be well established. If you don’t have access to the internet, or don’t like to use it, call
someone who does. (I get this question from folks who didn’t grow up with computers; I always
recommend they call their grandkids for help.) Research is like doing your reading before a lecture in
school. If you do it, you will understand a lot more and know what to look for during the interview.
After the interview, and assuming you’re interested in this person and their firm, check the references.
Visit the jobs they worked on. At the end of the day, success in forestry is about referrals and repeat
business. Understand EXACTLY why someone provided a positive referral.
A tip from Thom McEvoy’s book Owning and Managing Forests: a great source of information on local
loggers is town or county clerks. Loggers spend time searching land titles and confirming boundaries.
Once you decide to move forward, get agreed to work and terms in writing. NEVER agree to forestry
work without a contract. And know what you’re signing.
Once you have signed a contract and the work begins, manage the relationship with your forestry
professional for results. What does this mean?
Ask questions and get answers. These are two different things. Ask clarifying questions.
Professionals have a responsibility to be able to communicate what they are doing and how it
affects you. Listen and confirm that you understand, that they answered your questions.
Someone who talks a little and someone who talks a lot may both be telling you nothing. Aside

from technical competence, consulting foresters must demonstrate abilities to listen and
communicate.
Check the work. As Ronald Reagan used to say, “trust and verify.” My Dad always told me, “You
show what’s important by how you spend your time.” Your logger and forestry consultant will
know you care if you walk the forest and check the work. You will get a better result. If the work
is not getting done per the contract, it’s time to make a change. I do my best to be nice to
people, but tough on issues that matter to my family, employees, and clients.
Write letters. Follow up in writing after meeting with people and agreeing to next steps. Write
thank you notes for work well done or helpful referrals. Request written confirmation of work
completed. Documentation is a powerful risk management tool.
Conclusion
The best risk management strategy remains vigilant attention to and oversight of the professionals you
retain to help you meet your forestland objectives. These are individuals who operate on your behalf,
on your land, and with your finances. At the end of the day, do they do what they say they are going to
do when they say they are going to do it? Nice does not equal trustworthy does not equal effective.
The good ones – those professionals with whom we end up building strong working and personal
relationships – are technically strong, have strong references, and communicate well.
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